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LG proudly presents the                  , a new complete clothing care system 
for those who know it’s smart to look sharp. Just hang clothes inside and 

you’ll take them out refreshed.

A NEW ERA IN
PREMIUM CLOTHING CARE

                     can give differentiated service to your guests. With the                  , guests 
can relax in their rooms without worrying about scheduling or paying for laundry service. 
And the Styler’s sleek design complements your existing furnishings, adding comfort and 

convenience to your business.

                     - A smart system
for your successful business
                     - A smart system
for your successful business



Care for suits, dresses, sweaters and more with the touch of a
button so you—and your clothes—will always look meticulous.

REFRESH
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Shake Off Wrinkles and Odors

Moving Hanger Steam is sprayed
on fabric.

Aroma Kit

TrueSteam® technology refreshes clothes between dry-cleanings to reduce 
wrinkles and vanquish odors.

Sanitize your clothes while reducing allergens with LG’s
exclusive TrueSteam® technology.

SANITARY

Sanitize Clothes, Toys and More

Step1
Steam is sprayed on fabric.

Step2
Allergens dissolved

Step3
Allergens are separated

and discharged

The Sanitary cycle powered by TrueSteam® helps reduce allergens in clothes, 
bedding, sportswear—even children’s plush toys.

Dry clothing and delicates you normally dry on a rack much
faster than air drying.

GENTLE DRY

Kind to Fabrics
Low temperature drying system is perfect for drying everything from
wool pants to cashmere sweaters without tumbling.

* Results may vary depending on fabric type. 

Conventional Tumble Dryer Gentle Dry

Keep pant creases looking crisp while reducing wrinkles overall.
* Only cover up to 38 inch.

PANTS CREASE CARE

Easy Wrinkle Care for Pants
Special door compartment helps restore the crease while reducing wrinkles at 
the knee, waist and everywhere else.

Before After

[BAF]
Certified Sanitary by
British Allergy Foundation

[INTERTEK]
Tested Sanitary by Intertek

1) BAF :  Tested about reduction in exposure to House Dust Mite Allergen and 
reduction of Live House Dust Mites and Fungi.

2) INTERTEK : Verified to sterilize 99.9% of E.coli and S.epidermidis.



Guests can pack fewer clothes and travel light.
The LG Styler refreshes or gently dries clothing, 
making it ready to wear again.

Prepare a suit for tomorrow’s meeting

Room Lounge Resort

Reduce odors in sportswear

Gently dry swimsuits

HOTEL& 
RESORT
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Refresh and remove odors before storing

Reduce wrinkles and start tomorrow looking sharp

Keep uniforms looking fresh from the cleaner
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Walk-in Closet Reach-in Closet Kid’s Closet

The LG Styler makes a smart addition to any new 
home or home remodeling plans.

HOME 
CLOSET



OFFICE
Meetings go better when people look and feel their 
best. The LG Styler reduces wrinkles and odors and 
refreshes clothing so everyone stays sharp.

Trial prep includes looking prepared

Smooth out all the wrinkles

Never let them see you sweat
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Law Firm Private Bank Financial Building



RESTAURANT
Guests can remove odors from food or cigarettes from 
their suits or outerwear while dining.

Remove food odors

Reduce wrinkles

Clothes stay securely in the same room as guests
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Restaurant Restaurant Restaurant



Long stopovers or delays

Special VIP lounge service

Sanitizing neck pillow for travel
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Airport Lounge Airport Lounge Airport Lounge

Visitors to the airport VIP lounge can refresh clothing 
while they wait to board or after deplaning. They will 
arrive at their destination with refreshed clothing.

AIRPORT 
LOUNGE



Hidden LED Display

Anodized Aluminum Frame

Glass Door with Linen Pattern
Add an optional scent sheet 
to infuse your clothing with 
a gentle scent.

Aroma Kit

TrueSteam® is sprayed from 
the nozzle to reduce light 
wrinkles and odors.

TrueSteam® Nozzle

Slides side to side as clothing 
bathes in a light mist of steam 
to release wrinkles effortlessly.

Moving Hanger

Gently dry clothes 
without worries of 
shrinkage or damage.

Heat-Pump System

Lets you refresh clothes 
that need to lay flat. Also 
great for drying hats, gloves 
and scarves that have been 
caught in the rain.

Versatile Rack
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STYLER
KEY FEATURES

Helps restore pant creases 
while reducing wrinkles at the 
knee, waist and everywhere 
else your pants can wrinkle.
* Only cover up to 38 inch.

Pants Crease Care

Makes it easy to fill and 
drain the water needed for 
LG’s unique TrueSteam® 

technology—no water lines 
needed.

Portable Water 
Container



FABRIC CARE GUIDE
Fabric Clothes

Refresh Cycle
Sanitary

Cycle

Gentle
Dry

Cycle
Comments

Removing 
Wrinkles

Removing 
Odors

Cotton
Towels, Socks, Underwear,

Jeans, Sportswear,
T-Shirts, Blankets

Wrinkles may remain in 
100% Cotton fabrics.

Iron after cycle, if desired.

Linen, Hemp, Ramie
Summer Clothes,

Tablecloths

Some wrinkles may remain. 
Make Sure fabrics are washable/
hand Washable if using refresh/
sanitary cycles. Lay clothes on 
shelf if delicate. Do not style 

starched clothes.

Alpaca, Camel Hair,
Cashmere

Coats, Suits § § §
Lay knits on the shelf. Alpaca and

Camel hair shrink in hot water.
Scarves, Knitwear §

Wool

Sweaters, Knitwear §
Lay knits on shelf.

Some wool shrinks when washed 
in hot water. Make sure fabrics are
Washable/hand washable if using

Refresh/sanitary cycles. Gentle dry 
cycle is safe for most.

Winter Coats, Suits,
Sportswear, Uniforms

Acetate
Suit Lining, Blouses, 
Neckties, Pajamas

Acrylic
Thermal Underwear,

Knitwear
Lay clothes on shelf

Nylon

Stockings, Lingerie Lay clothes on shelf

Sportswear, Curtains

Polyurethane
Stretchable Clothing

(Containing Less Than 5%)

If the item contains more than 5%
Polyurethane (swimwear),

Check label for care

Rayon Suit Lining

Recommended Clothes Non-Stylable Items

Suits, Dress shirts, Raincoats,
Swimsuits, Sportswear

Vinyl, Starched Clothes,
Heavy Blankets, Shoes,

Fur, Leather, Silk

SPECIFICATION

* Actual specification may vary at the time of purchase due to product enhancement, etc.

DO NOT PUT THE FOLLOWING ITEMS IN THE STYLERCHOOSING STYLER-SAFE CLOTHING
Some items are not appropriate for use with this product.

Purchase Inquiry (Commercial) : LG Electronics, U.S.A. Website : www.lg.com/us  |  Tel. : 1-800-228-1236  |  E-mail : info@lgsolutions.com

• Follow fabric care labels.
•  Don’t put items that are sensitive to heat 

or are not suitable for washing with water 
in Styler cycles that use steam. Use the 
Gentle Dry cycles only.

•  Using the wrong cycle for items can result 
in damage to fabrics.

Caution

§ = Check Label= Yes

Model S3RERB

Door
Color Espresso

Design Glass (Linen Pattern)

Features

Display Hidden LED Display

Technology
TrueSteam®

Inverter Heat Pump Compressor

Button Sound On / Off

Accessary

Clothes Hangers 2EA

Pants Hangers 1EA

Shelf 1EA

Size (WxHxD, Inch/mm) 17 1/2’‘ x 72 13/16’‘ x 23’’ (445mm x 1850mm x 585mm)

Capacity 11.5 lb (5.2 kg) / 4 Items (3 Hangers + 1 Pants)

Weight
Gross 209.5lb (95kg)

Net 183lb (83kg)

* Design, features and specifications subject to change without notice.

DIMENSIONS
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스타일러 10year 보증 라벨 최종 시안_150812

LG Smart체


